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1. Feature lines

Detection. We first detect feature points on M: these are the
boundary vertices where the surface forms a sharp edge. More
precisely, for each successive boundary vertices (u,v,w), where
boundary edges (u,v) and (v,w) are contained in triangles t1 and
t2 with normals n1 and n2, we compute the following quantities
(normalized vectors are noted x̂ = x/‖x‖):

• θv = acos(n1 ·n2), the angle between the triangles at v,
• dv, the direction of the sharp edge:

dv = sign((n1× (v−u)) · sv) ŝv

where sv =

{
n1×n2 if |n1 ·n2|< 1

n1× (v̂−u+ ŵ− v) otherwise

• τv =−n̂1 +n2, the direction toward the interior ofM

We keep as feature points only boundary vertices v for which θv ≥
θmin, with θmin a user parameter (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: For each boundary vertex, we compute a "sharp" direc-
tion with a fallback in case there is no sharp edge (arrows). Arrow
colors reflect the angle between the boundary triangles.

2. Results

Using the same regularization metric for both feature lines and the
rest of the surface allows us to smoothly blend feature lines into
the surface. This is especially desirable when a salient point is not
paired with another but with the closest point on a different part of
the input (see Figure 2 right).

When comparing with the method of Centin and Signoroni
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Figure 2: Composition of simple shapes. We show the feature lines
on bi-holes. Notice how they smoothly blend into the surface for
cube-sphere.

[CS18], we have the guarantee that the input connectivity is ex-
actly preserved, along with the input geometry; furthermore, since
we use the screened Poisson reconstruction only to unambiguously
link the components of the input, we can use a lower depth, ensur-
ing not only that the computation is faster, but also that it is more
faithful (see Figure 4).

In parts of the input with numerous samples with opposite or or-
thogonal normals, the Poisson surface can exhibit tunnels (Figure 5
bottom), although this limitation is also relevant for the method of
Centin and Signoroni [CS18] as it is also based on the Poisson re-
construction.
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Figure 3: Composition of complex shapes; input meshes are from
EPFL, the Smithsonian 3D Digitization and Turbosquid.
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Figure 4: Comparing our method to [CS18] for simple shapes. The
input connectivity is modified for the latter; furthermore, the lack
of resampling and the high depth used can result in disconnected
components.
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Figure 5: Composition of complex shapes: pump on top, mech
on bottom; the input meshes were obtained from Aim@Shape and
Thingi10K [ZJ16]. The bump on pump is because of the very high
curvature in the input mesh near the junction. The hole on mech
comes from the Poisson implicit surface (and thus is also present
with the Advancing Fronts method [CS18]).
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